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Residents Sick from Church Steeple Cell Tower; 
New Radiation Readings 

“show a three-times increase compared with the 
previous analysis” 

 
By B.N. Frank 

 
 
 
 

Decades of research has already proven that exposure to radiation from cell 
towers and other sources of wireless is biologically harmful.  In fact, last year a federal 
court ruled in favor of organizations and petitioners that sued the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) for NOT adequately protecting Americans from 
wireless radiation exposure.  Despite the ruling, the FCC (see 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) as 
well as other government and state agencies and committees (see 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) 
continue to promote and fund the deployment and densification of both 5G and 4G cell 
towers and other wireless infrastructure.  Businesses and school districts continue 
to install 5G, 4G, and Wi-Fi for “private networks” as well. 
 
In the meantime, people in the U.S. and worldwide continue to report symptoms and 
illnesses after 5G and/or 4G infrastructure has been installed and activated near 
them.  This now includes residents of Centerville, MA. 
 

https://ehtrust.org/cell-towers-and-cell-antennae/compilation-of-research-studies-on-cell-tower-radiation-and-health/
https://ehtrust.org/cell-towers-and-cell-antennae/compilation-of-research-studies-on-cell-tower-radiation-and-health/
https://ehtrust.org/in-historic-decision-federal-court-finds-fcc-failed-to-explain-why-it-ignored-scientific-evidence-showing-harm-from-wireless-radiation/
https://ehtrust.org/in-historic-decision-federal-court-finds-fcc-failed-to-explain-why-it-ignored-scientific-evidence-showing-harm-from-wireless-radiation/
https://ehtrust.org/policy/fcc-safety-standards/
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/04/fcc-gathering-info-on-wireless-receiver-performance-hasnt-done-squat-in-re-lawsuit-it-lost-for-not-updating-wireless-exposure-limits.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/04/despite-warnings-and-opposition-amazon-approved-for-launching-3236-broadband-satellites.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/03/group-asks-fcc-other-federal-agencies-to-pause-satellite-launches-for-180-days-and-conduct-proper-risk-assessment.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/03/fcc-considers-issuing-new-rules-for-wireless-receivers-to-prevent-future-conflicts.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/02/d-c-court-denies-petition-challenging-fcc-otard-rule-private-property-owners-can-install-5g-base-stations-w-o-permits.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/01/fcc-provides-361m-more-in-broadband-funding-4-2b-provided-so-far-even-though-americans-already-paid-for-broadband.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/court-rules-against-petitioners-who-say-unlicensed-6ghz-band-users-could-cause-harmful-interference-issues-with-fixed-wi-fi.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/utility-groups-others-petition-fcc-to-delay-opening-6ghz-band-to-block-6g-consumer-electronics-that-will-threaten-public-safety.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/05/dod-launches-new-5g-smart-warehouse-network-at-naval-base.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/04/gop-committee-leaders-on-spending-billions-for-broadband-recommend-avoiding-overbuilding-existing-networks.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/04/dod-and-ntia-team-up-to-launch-5g-challenge-event-with-total-prize-purse-of-up-to-3-million-to-contestants.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/03/biden-proposes-adding-600m-more-to-the-2b-recently-allocated-for-usda-rural-utilities-broadband-program.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/03/following-the-money-billions-already-given-to-telecoms-that-deliberately-created-the-digital-divide-continue-to-harm-americans.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/02/u-s-govt-commits-to-keep-funding-companies-that-created-the-digital-divide-and-have-been-harming-americans.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/04/study-reveals-high-radiation-levels-on-streets-where-5g-and-4g-cell-towers-are-installed.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/04/study-reveals-high-radiation-levels-on-streets-where-5g-and-4g-cell-towers-are-installed.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/05/225000-5g-and-4g-small-cells-activated-for-private-networks-at-u-s-businesses-school-campuses-some-installed-indoors.html
https://www.activistpost.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Cell-Tower-Radiation-Research.jpg
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Massachusetts Here’s the Church, Here’s the Steeple, Put in a Cell Site and Hear from 
the People. 
 
Neighbors near a tower in a church steeple in Centerville, MA are complaining about 
health issues related to electromagnetic radiation exposure. ‘The Cape Cod 
Times’ reported that recent electromagnetic readings show a three-times increase 
compared with the previous analysis. The T-Mobile tower, which houses six antennas, 
was placed in the steeple in April, 2021. 
 
Symptoms “have been kind of accumulative” over the past year and most recently 
increased dramatically, according to Janet Davis, chairwoman of the Concerned 
Citizens group. Davis owns a store next to the church and says she and her employees 
are experiencing physical symptoms including headaches, brain fog, heart palpitations, 
ringing in the ears, and extreme nausea. According to Davis, the closer you are to the 
antenna, the higher the radiation readings. 
 
The Times reported the group met last Friday and created an action plan. Some efforts 
include alerting residents of the radiation emission readings, having professional 
emissions readings taken, and assessing the radiation levels. 
 
The Concerned Citizens group was formed in 2018, and opposed the tower project. 
Since its inception, the group has been encouraging officials to adopt an ordinance that 
would “give the town some control over the location of telecom infrastructure, 
specifically towers and antennas.” 
 
According to Lynne Poyant, director of communications for Barnstable, “Town staff have 
been working with outside counsel to develop draft regulations for wireless facilities in 
the public way. These regulations would update and codify our existing grant of location 
procedures to tailor them specifically to the installation of small wireless facilities and to 
ensure compliance with federal law. We expect to make a draft available to the public 
for comment sometime during the week of June 27.” 
 
The Concerned Citizens group plans to press on, according to ‘The Times’. Davis said 
they would contact state and federal officials to report their concerns and research what 
emissions levels T-Mobile communicated at local meetings. They will also continue to 
take and record readings and catalog residents’ symptoms. “We are not very optimistic,” 
said Davis, but the group will continue to seek the town’s assistance and open a 
dialogue with church leaders. 
 
Most of the folks who read Pastor Bob’s articles are well aware of the issue of the Best 
Wi-Fi at sea, they know that I have been on record for three years that the cruise ship 
industry was a bad investment as well as a risk to the health of the cruise ship public.  
Despite the CDC giving the cruise ship operators a pass to resume sailing, that has not 
stopped outbreaks of Covid at sea.  The cruise ship industry treats any outbreaks of 
Covid on its ships as if it was a matter of national security.  They have not been able to 
shut down employee leaks or cruise ship passengers from alerting the media.   
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Activist Post reports regularly about cell towers and unsafe technology.  For more 
information the following websites. 
 
Americans for Responsible Technology 
Environmental Health Trust 
Electromagnetic Radiation Safety 
Physicians for Safe Technology 
Safe Tech International 
Wireless Information Network 
 

Seventy-Nine (79) COVID-19 Cases on the Jewel of the Seas were reported at the 
beginning of the 4th of July weekend, 2022.  On July 2, 2022, A crew member on the 
Jewel of the Seas informed James Walke that the Royal Caribbean cruise ship has a 
total of seventy-nine (79) COVID-19 cases on the ship, amongst guests (61) and crew 
members (18). 
 
The Jewel left port in Amsterdam today on a twelve day cruise to ports in Iceland and 
Ireland. She is scheduled to return to Amsterdam on July 14, 2022. 
   
The cruise ships sailing nearly all have the latest 5G EMF transceivers for their 
customers use.  The latest 5G EMF transceivers provide cell, data, and video for their 
customers.  It has been a “must” for any ship sailing north of 51-degree latitude North of 
the Equator or 51-degree latitude South of the Equator.  Before the fall of 2019 cruise 
ships used band-width from the GOES-East and GOES-West weather satellite for ship-
to-shore communication.  With cruise ship operators operating exotic trips to the icy 

https://www.americansforresponsibletech.org/
http://ehtrust.org/
http://www.saferemr.com/
https://mdsafetech.org/
https://stop5ginternational.org/
http://www.win19.org/
https://www.activistpost.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Firefighter-cell-tower.jpg
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waters of the Arctic and Antarctic, available communications was restricted to 
emergency-use only.   

 

The Jewel has a new infection control officer (ICO) due to the increased number of 
COVID-19 cases aboard the ship. The officer sent a message to the crew with these 
instructions and comments: 
 

 “All crew should ONLY be wearing KN95 masks correctly (over the nose and 
mouth). Surgical mask or double masking is not allowed at this time. Be diligent 
in sanitizing in your work areas AND in home areas. 
 

 Report to medical if you have any COVID like symptoms. 
 

 Report any suspected guest/crew who exhibit any COVID like symptoms. This 
will help prevent spreading amongst the ship. 
 

 Keep your immune system up by washing your hands, eating healthy, getting a 
good amount of rest, exercise and enjoyable time. 
 

 Holding each other accountable. 
 
The ‘Jewel’ has a tough itinerary with long cruises, demographics, weather, along with 
the amount of Back to Back cruisers (contamination pool), BUT I believe this crew is 
STRONG and RECEPTIVE who can really combat the virus spread. Let’s all work 
together and be diligent in our efforts. I thank all of you in advance.” 
 
The highly contagious BA.4 and BA.5 variants are wreaking havoc in the U.S. and 
Europe as virtually all cruise ships at sea are inundated with COVID. The CDC’s Cruise 
Ship COVID-19 Status Dashboard, for what it’s worth, shows that of the 94 cruise ships 

https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/cruise/cruise-ship-color-status.html?fbclid=IwAR2LYWDCogl6LTo-m2hQnJLdruSuZNL4kTNg6-XJ5BMd5AYjjc5pzkJ4l_s#status-dashboard
https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/cruise/cruise-ship-color-status.html?fbclid=IwAR2LYWDCogl6LTo-m2hQnJLdruSuZNL4kTNg6-XJ5BMd5AYjjc5pzkJ4l_s#status-dashboard
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sailing in U.S. waters, 92 ships are designated as orange and 2 ships are yellow. There 
are absolutely no cruise ships designated as green with no COVID-19 aboard. 
 
We have received numerous comments by guests and crew members on a wide range 
of cruise ships operated by a number of different companies stating that there have 
been anywhere from a few dozen to over 150 infected people on recent cruises. 
 
If you have been on a cruise recently and there has been a COVID-19 outbreak, let us 
hear from you, Jim Walker.   
 
When we last reported on the COVID-19 status of the ‘Jewel of the Seas’ five days ago, 
there were twelve (12) crew members and seven (7) guests who initially tested positive 
for COVID-19 as the Royal Caribbean cruise ship was sailing around Ireland, Wales, 
Scotland and England. 
 
At that time, according to Royal Caribbean, there was an increase in the number of 
infected crew members, leading to a the staff captain sending an email to the crew 
members to remind them to wear KN95 masks on the ship: 
 
“We have unfortunately lately seen a spike in the COVID19 cases among our crew! 
 
Please ensure following is strictly adhered to in order for us to break this inclining curve 
of C+ cases: 
 
KN95 Masks are to be worn at all the times, except when in your cabin or when eating, 
drinking or smoking.” 
 
When the Jewel of the Seas returned to Amsterdam from its last cruise on Friday, May 
27th, the number of guests who tested positive had increased to twenty-nine (29). 
 
The day after the Jewel of the Seas embarked on its current cruise to Iceland, half of 
the crew underwent antigen testing.  The number of crew members infected with 
COVID-19 had increased to nineteen (19). 
 
After the second half of the crew members underwent antigen tests later on Saturday, 
the number of ship employees who tested positive increased again, this time to a total 
of thirty-five (35) crew members. These infected crew members were isolated and 
housed in the “Red Zone” on decks three and four of the ship. 
 
Included in the crew members infected with COVID-19 was the master of the ‘Jewel of 
the Seas’ who had just signed on the ship. He is required to isolate in his own cabin on 
deck nine, close to bridge. 
 
In addition to the master, the ship’s staff captain and chief safety officer also tested 
positive for COVID-19. 
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There are currently exactly 783 crew members on the Jewel of the Seas. 35 of them are 
infected with COVID-19.  This turns out to be around four and one-half percent of the 
crew infected with the virus. If sailing from the U.S., the Royal Caribbean ship would be 
subject to an investigation by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”). 
Because it is sailing from Europe, there obviously is no obligation to report the infection 
rate to a U.S. federal health agency. 
 
This now seems to be the new normal, with cruise voyages having at least a couple of 
dozen infected crew members and cruise guests.  Perhaps there are some cruise ships 
with fewer infected crew members. One problem is that an infected crew member, of 
course, unlike a passenger, will remain on the ship and potentially is a source of 
infection from one cruise to the next if they are not properly quarantined. 
 
This raises the question: should cruise lines be required to disclose the percentage of 
crew members and guests on cruise ships who are positive with COVID-19? The CDC 
requires cruise lines to disclose the number of people who are infected with diseases 
from norovirus and e-coli, for example.  Data arising from a norovirus outbreak on a 
cruise ship is publicly available when there are at least 2% of the crew or guests 
positive. The information can be readily viewed at the CDC’s online website. 
 
But as matters now stand, cruise lines legally can keep outbreaks of COVID-19 secret. 
That’s why there are instances where there are outbreaks with several hundred people 
infected on a cruise and the public doesn’t know a thing about it. If there is not a legal 
requirement to disclose a health hazard, and no accountability if the cruise line keeps 
the information secret, I do not know of any cruise line with such honesty and 
transparency that it would disclose a danger voluntarily. 
 
Most cruise lines lack transparency when it comes to disclosing disease outbreaks. 
That’s why, like this situation, it is important to have crew members or guests with first 
hand personal knowledge willing to reveal the true facts. This information comes from 
an anonymous crew member, who I have known for over a year and can be trusted to 
provide accurate information.  But some cruise lines will not only conceal this type of 
information but affirmatively mischaracterize the truth. 
 
At this point, the “new normal” seems to be that there will always be a few dozen 
COVID-19 cases on every cruise ship but the cruise industry will fail to disclose them to 
the public. 
 
The cruise ship industry is now beyond the point of claiming they do not know that Wi-Fi 
or wireless EMF communications is the basis for outbreaks on their cruise ships.  They 
have become complicit with the dishonest telecommunications industry into perpetrating 
the ongoing deception and fraud that will ultimately bring their industry to a crashing 
collapse.  It is well-known that the cruise ship operators have put into place draconian 
policies that passengers are required to be fully vaccinated and health certification is 
required to for sailing, and yet the problem has not gone away as the above information 
confirms that Covid remains a problem. 
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The fact that companies that re-insure the life insurance industry more than a decade 
ago told the insurance industry they would not insure policies covering the wireless 
energy industry.  Global firms like Swiss Re, Lloyds of London, and AIG more than a 
decade ago drew a line in the sand not to insure wireless communications policies and 
claims.    
 
The rest of this article is a summary of activity of 5G since 2018 by John Thomas of 
Health Impact News.  This may be new to many who have not kept current with events 
involving 5G EMF.  The government knows much more than what John Thomas shares 
here since it has been involved in its military research that dates back to the early 
1970s.  I believe that one of the largest issues that confuse related to 5G EMF is that 
those experiencing symptoms from wireless EMF is that it does not always affect each 
victim in the same way.  By that I am saying that your symptoms may be entirely 
different than that experienced by me in 2010.  Five days after we had Wi-Fi installed in 
our home, I began to experience early stages of Lymphedema of the feet and legs.  My 
wife has almost daily headaches where we live. 
 

 
 
by John P. Thomas, Health Impact News 
The new fifth generation (5G) cellular system that is being installed in major American 
cities such as Dallas, Atlanta, Waco, Texas, and Sacramento [1, 3] will intensify the 
microwave radiation health risks for everyone living in those cities. [2] 
 
Eleven More Cities Targeted for 5G Deployment this Year 

https://healthimpactnews.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2018/03/new-5g-technology-everywhere.jpg
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The new 5G cell systems that Verizon and AT&T are planning to install in other cities in 
2018 [1, 3] will use shorter length microwaves than the existing 4G (fourth generation) 
systems. New generation cell phones will be able to communicate with either 5G or 4G 
microwave towers to optimize connectivity. 
 
Copper phone lines will be replaced with 5G rooftop antennas on homes and 
businesses. These antennas will communicate with 5G cell towers and with the wireless 
equipment in homes and offices to provide phone and broadband services. 
5G will be the foundation for the “smart cities” of the future. [15] 
 
The Safety of 5G Has Not Been Tested 
The microwave frequencies that are being used in this new generation 5G system are in 
the 1-millimeter wave length. 
 
The long-term health risks of these short microwaves have not been adequately tested 
and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and telecom companies are 
simply presuming that they are safe based on 1996 research. [2, 16] 
 
New Research Reveals Harmful Effects of Cellular Systems 
Research on microwave frequency radiation conducted since 1996 shows that the 
existing 3G and 4G cellular systems are causing serious harm to human health. The 5G 
systems will increase the level of harm to the level where illness and death can no 
longer be denied. [16] 
 
Harmful Effects are Cumulative 
We now know that the development of cancer, heart disease, diabetes, Alzheimer’s and 
numerous other diseases and disabling symptoms are linked to the cumulative effects 
of microwave radiation. 
 
Cellular systems are pushing microwave radiation into our bodies and brains 24 hours a 
day regardless of whether we use a cell phone or even own one. [4, 5, 16] 
 
A Million or More New 5G Towers will be Erected in American Cities 
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The 5G towers will be spaced approximately 500 feet apart and will be highly visible 
eyesores. 
 
The “small cell” transmitters will be mounted on top of electric utility poles, municipal 
buildings, schools, and in city parks, on top of street signs, bus shelters, and anywhere 
else telecom companies wish. 
 
In low lying areas they might need to erect new towers that are taller than electric utility 
poles to accomplish their objectives. Refrigerator size electrical boxes will be attached 
to each transmission tower. [2, 9] 
 
If you happen to be in an area with underground electric service, then they will erect 
new towers that use the underground electrical lines. 
 
If you live or work in a densely populated area where electrical poles are very close to 
buildings, then you might have a 5G cell tower located a few feet from your place of 
employment or your bedroom. [2, 9] 
 
It is estimated that the daily microwave exposure generated by the 5G system will be 
equivalent to living inside a microwave oven and turning it up to high and baking 
yourself for 19 minutes a day. [2] 
 
Telecom Companies Hold the Upper Hand on 5G Tower Placement 
FCC regulations [11] make it illegal for government entities to try to delay or stop cell 
tower installation on the basis of health risks. 
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Telecom companies can sue cities and states that attempt to use health concerns to 
impede their cell tower building plans. [2] 
 
How Harmful is 5G? Can We Stop It? 
The remainder of this article provides detailed information about the health risks of 5G 
and explains why the public and government entities cannot stop the rapid build-out of 
the 5G system despite the massive health risks. 
 
It will link you to efforts in your state where telecom companies are seeking to enact 
legislation that will strip away all rights to object to cell tower placement on any basis. 
 
My previous articles on microwave radiation dangers will provide background 
information to those who are not familiar with this topic. Please visit: 
New 5G Cell Towers and Smart Meters to Increase Microwave Radiation – Invade 
Privacy 
Smart Meters: Countdown to a National Crisis of Illness and Death 
 
To learn about the history of wireless communication from the 1950s to the present, and 
how the technology works, please watch this video: 
 
Documented Health Dangers Linked to Microwave Radiation Exposure 

http://healthimpactnews.com/2017/new-5g-cell-towers-and-smart-meters-to-increase-microwave-radiation-invade-privacy/
http://healthimpactnews.com/2017/new-5g-cell-towers-and-smart-meters-to-increase-microwave-radiation-invade-privacy/
http://healthimpactnews.com/2017/smart-meters-countdown-to-a-national-crisis-of-illness-and-death/
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The following three lists present the symptoms, illness indicators, and diseases that are 
linked to microwave frequency exposure from cell towers, Wi-Fi transmitters, and other 
microwave generating devices. [8, 12, 16] 
 
Symptoms of Damage: These are some of the common symptoms linked to 
microwave exposure. 

 Fatigue 
 Chronic headaches 
 Heart palpitations 
 High pitched ringing in the ears 
 Dizziness 
 Disturbed sleep at night 
 Sleepiness in daytime 
 Moodiness 
 Irritability 
 Unsociability 
 Feelings of fear 
 Anxiety 
 Nervous tension 
 Mental depression 
 Memory impairment 
 Pain in muscles and joints 
 Pain in the region of the heart 
 Breathing difficulties 
 Allergies 
 Yeast infections 
 Blood sugar swings 
 Heartburn 
 Bowel problems 
 Thyroid dysfunction 
 Weight abnormalities 
 Rashes 
 Immune system weakness 
 Behavioral aberrations 

 
Hidden Illness Indicators: These are some of the indicators of poor health resulting 
from prolonged microwave exposure. We are usually unaware of these threats to our 
health. 

 Inflammation (caused by excess histamine in the blood) 
 Oxidative stress 
 Autoimmune responses 
 Reduced blood flow to the region of the thalamus 
 Pathologic leakage of the blood-brain barrier 
 Myelin damage to the central nervous system 
 Hormone imbalance 
 Deficit in melatonin metabolic availability 
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 DNA damage 
 Metabolic dysregulation 

 
Diseases and Body System Failures: Some of the diseases and body system failures 
that result from multi-year microwave frequency radiation include: 

 Cancer 
 Heart disease 
 Neurological dysfunction 
 Diabetes 
 Immune system suppression 
 Cataracts of the eyes 
 Sperm malformation 
 Hearing loss 
 Vision loss 
 Cognitive impairment 
 Alzheimer’s 
 Depressive mental illness 
 Fetal abnormalities 

 
Long-term Microwave Exposure Equals Extreme Harm 
The bottom line in microwave frequency radiation exposure is, “The longer the 
exposure, the more deadly the cumulative effects.” [8] 
 
In 2011, Professor Karl Hecht from the International Research Center of Healthy and 
Ecological Technology in Germany reported three distinct phases of illness caused by 
microwave radiation. 
 
During the first phase, lasting up to 3 years, the living organism struggles to cope and 
compensate for the exposure to microwaves. [8] 
 
They may experience numerous symptoms and may be aware of illness indicators, but 
aren’t able to fix their problems unless they stop the exposure. 
 
3 to 5 years of Microwave Exposure 
Professor Hecht described the damage that occurs during the second phase of 
exposure – 3 to 5 years of microwave irradiation. He stated: 
 
During this second phase, chronically irradiated people develop weakly visible, 
pathological neurasthenic symptoms with vagotonic reaction tendencies. 
 
This means overactivity or irritability of the vagus nerve, adversely affecting function of 
the blood vessels, stomach, and muscles. It also means that the parasympathetic 
autonomic system is overactive, while sleep disorders and daytime tiredness are 
common. 
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Neurasthenic symptoms involve: poor appetite or overeating, insomnia or hypersomnia, 
low energy and fatigue, low-self esteem, poor concentration, difficulty making decisions 
and feelings of hopelessness. 
 
In its most severe form, this phase may include a chronic disturbance of mood called 
dysthymia (depressive neurosis) in which a depressive mood accompanies the other 
physiological features listed here. 
 
This might explain why millions of Americans need anti-depressant drugs and illegal 
narcotics to cope with their radiation-induced depressive symptoms. 
 
By this end of this stage, the systemic damage may be irreversible, even if the radiation 
exposure ceases. [8] 
 
5 years or more of Microwave Exposure 
According to Professor Hecht, during the third Phase (5 years or more), the body 
degenerates into exhaustion and severe states of disease. He stated: 
 
This final degenerative phase produces pronounced neurasthenic symptoms with 
increasing pathological lapses of the regulation system, sleep disorders, daytime 
tiredness, and general exhaustion. 
 
People who have progressed to this phase suffer a dramatic increase in chronic 
illnesses and elevated cancer incidence. 
 
After 30+ years of environmental Wi-radiation, America’s chronically-ill population 
certainly fits this description. 
 
A 2016 study by researchers at Emory University confirms that over one half of the US 
adult population is now chronically ill: “The health of individuals is increasingly being 
defined by complexity and multi-morbidity, the co-occurrence of two or more chronic 
medical conditions.” 
 
However, not one in a million would guess that the mortal misery of cancer, heart 
disease, diabetes, Alzheimer’s and even depressive mental illness, is inextricably 
connected to years of covert irradiation delivered by crafty Wi-profiteers who have been 
laughing all the way to their gold-lined vaults. [8] 
 
Russian Studies Revealed Microwave Harm Long Before the FCC Adopted Its 
Regulations 
Professor Hecht evaluated nearly 900 studies from Russian sources, which 
demonstrated the harmful effects of microwave technology. 
 
The Russian research took place between 1960 and 1996 — long before the 3G and 
4G cellular systems were built. [8] 
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Videos Explain the Harm of 3G, 4G and 5G 
ConsumerWatch: 5G Cellphone Towers Signal Renewed Concerns Over Impacts on 
Health – YouTube: 
 
They Do NOT Want You See This!! – Cell Phone Towers Exposed! – YouTube: 
 
The FCC Says we have Nothing to Fear 
This is the logic followed by the FCC to ensure safety — as long as the transmission of 
cell towers don’t exceed the microwave radiation levels they set and cell phones don’t 
exceed FCC standards, then the towers and phones are safe. 
 
They have decreed that 3G and 4G towers operate at safe levels, therefore, the new 5G 
towers are also safe, because they use less powerful transmitters. 
 
The FCC isn’t taking into account the proximity of transmitters and the biological effects 
of the shorter wave lengths. It is as if they believe that a tower that is 30 feet away from 
a person is less harmful than a tower that is 20 miles away. 
 
It is as if they believe very short microwaves in the gigahertz range are less harmful 
than longer microwaves in the megahertz range. 
 
Both beliefs are false! 
Instead of focusing on long-term and cumulative effects of microwave radiation 
exposure, the FCC keeps talking about the heating effects of cell phones. [6, 7] 
 
It is not the heating of body tissue that should be our major concern. It is the 24-hour – 
7-days a week – 365-days per year exposure to microwave frequency radiation that is 
literally the killer. [8] 
 
Public Entities that Delay 5G Implementation can be Sued 
1996 FCC regulation permit telecom companies to sue any municipality or state that 
prohibits the implementation of cellular service on the basis of health. 
 
New FCC regulations adopted in 2017 have further weakened the opportunity to resist 
the plans of telecom companies to implement wireless systems for other reasons. 
 
President Trump has even signed an executive order permitting 5G towers on public 
lands to fulfill the national priority of building the fastest cellular system in the world. [10] 
Telecom companies are planning to implement the 5G system in every major city in 
America by the end of 2020.  As it stands right now, they have the right to do so 
regardless of health concerns. 
 
Telecom Companies Seek State Regulations to Give Them Even Greater 
Freedom! 
Telecom companies are currently working in most states to establish rules that will give 
them complete freedom to implement their 5G systems. 
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They want statewide legislation that will prevent municipal governments or planning 
boards from delaying their 5G building program because of aesthetic concerns or 
zoning conditions. 
 
Telecom Companies simply want to inform municipalities of their plans and then start 
putting up cell towers. [2, 9] 
 
Some States are Not Caving in to Telecom 
Not all states are rolling over and playing dead. Some are trying to maintain some level 
of authority with respect to the 5G rollout. 
 
Sadly, however, the issue of health is a low priority, because of potential lawsuits from 
telecom companies. 
 
Please use this link to find out what is happening in your state. It has an up-to-date 
summary of the issues with a list of legislation that is pending or has passed in many 
states. 
 
California is Fighting 50,000 New 5G Cell Towers Linked to Cancer Risk 
Summary: Are Technological Advances such as Driverless Cars and Instant 
Downloads of Movies more Valuable than Increases of Disease and Premature 
Death? 
 
Believe it or not, some research continues to show that microwaves are harmless. A 
2017 study showed that when human skin cells in a culture were exposed to varying 
frequencies of microwaves for 3 hours, 70 hours, and 96 hours there were no changes. 
[14] 
 
These are the kinds of silly studies that the FCC and Telecom companies use to prove 
5G safety. 
 
They would have observed damage if the scientists had looked at the right kinds of 
cells. T-cells and B-cells are highly sensitive and many will die after 8 hours of 
microwave exposure. They also might have found damage if they did a very close look 
at the DNA in their cells. [16] 
 
The 4G system is actually still being enhanced and improved even while the 5G system 
is being installed and promoted. It is debatable whether the new 5G system will provide 
any more benefit to the average consumer than the current 4G system. [13] 
 
The cost of 5G service should not be measured by the dollars invested by telecom 
companies to build their systems. 
 
It must be measured in terms of the destruction of human health. 

https://althealthworks.com/15057/california-is-fighting-50000-new-5g-cell-towers-due-to-cancer-risk-bills-in-these-states-will-permit-their-installation-in-your-backyardyelena/
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Are the promised technological advances such as driverless cars and instant downloads 
of movies more valuable than the occurrence of disease and premature death that 
these systems will cause? 
 
“When will America become sick enough to understand that mobile Internet in the 
pocket is not worth killing and dying for?” [16] 
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